TFS Uniform Quick Guide

Standard Uniform

Required for public-facing TFS personnel in the field

**Shirt Options**
- Light olive short sleeve
- Light olive long sleeve

**Pants Options**
- Uniform Pants
- Uniform Jeans
- Uniform Trousers
- Uniform Dungaree

**Boot Options**
- Work Boot
  - 8” High
  - Lace-up
  - Steel Shank
  - Welt construction
  - Brown all leather upper w/black outer sole
- Minimum 8” high
- Lace-up
- All leather upper
- Vibram-type, melt resistant sole
- No steel toe
- No zipper
- No nylon
- No insulation

Optional

**Hat Options**
- Uniform Cap
- Uniform Breezer
- Uniform Knit
- Plain Western

Business Casual Uniform

Can be worn to business meetings where business casual is the appropriate attire

**Shirt Options**
- HTC Polo
- HTC Button-up (short or long sleeve)
- K&L Polo
- K&L Button-up (short or long sleeve)

**Pants Options**
- Uniform Pants
- Uniform Jeans
- Uniform Trousers
- Uniform Dungaree
- Casual Slacks

Business Casual Hat Options
- Twill/Brushed Cotton

Wearing The Uniform

- Uniforms should not be worn during off duty periods
- Uniforms cannot be modified in any way
- Uniform/unit t-shirts may be worn in a shop, on out of state emergency response, in offices outside of normal business hours when not open to public, or in the field when public is not present
- Worn out, dirty, wrinkled, or otherwise unacceptable uniforms shouldn’t be worn
- No uniform element that has the TFS patch or logo may be worn with non-uniform jeans
- Green Nomex/Kevlar pants and olive uniform shirt may be worn together for fire response readiness

- Nameplate only worn on right shirt pocket flap of olive uniform shirt
- Ironing of olive uniform shirt may be needed to remove wrinkles for professional appearance
- Nothing is to be attached to authorized hats (i.e. no pins, decorative hat bands, etc.)